STREET DIRECTIONS TO VEHICLE UNLOADING/PARKING FACILITIES

Driving Directions to International Village

From the north (via Route I-93 or Route 1) to
Camden Surface Lot – INTERNATIONAL VILLAGE UNLOADING QUEUE
Take the Storrow Drive Exit 26 West and proceed to the Fenway/Kenmore Square exit. Follow signs for Boylston Street inbound, bear LEFT before the first set of lights and then RIGHT onto the Fenway which then leads onto Westland Avenue. At 2nd set of lights bear RIGHT onto Massachusetts Avenue. At the 4th set of lights take a RIGHT onto Columbus Avenue. The Camden Surface Lot can be reached by taking a right once in the Columbus Garage entrance on the right-hand side of Columbus Avenue.

From the west (via Route 90, Massachusetts Turnpike) to
Camden Surface Lot – INTERNATIONAL VILLAGE UNLOADING QUEUE
Take Exit 22 (Copley Square), and bear RIGHT to merge on to Stuart Street. Proceed to the first traffic light, and turn RIGHT onto Dartmouth Street. Take the next RIGHT onto Columbus Avenue. Continue for 0.8 miles and Columbus Garage, 795 Columbus Avenue, will be on your right. The entrance to the Camden Surface Lot is at the garage, on the right.

From the west (via Route 9) to
Camden Surface Lot – INTERNATIONAL VILLAGE UNLOADING QUEUE
Proceed east on Route 9; it will become Huntington Avenue. After the Boston Fire House take a RIGHT on Ruggles Street. At 3rd set of lights, take LEFT on Tremont Street. Stay in LEFT lane to Massachusetts Avenue. Take a LEFT on Massachusetts Avenue and at the 1st set of lights, take a LEFT on Columbus Avenue. Columbus Garage will be on the right. The entrance to the Camden Surface Lot is at the garage, bear right.

From the south to
Camden Surface Lot – INTERNATIONAL VILLAGE UNLOADING QUEUE
Take Exit 18 (Massachusetts Avenue), take a RIGHT on Massachusetts Avenue and proceed for approximately 1 mile. Take a LEFT on Columbus Avenue. Columbus Garage will be on the right. The entrance to the Camden Surface Lot is at the garage, bear right.